Scavenger Hunt

Challenge yourself to find as many items as you can and earn your Scavenger Hunt Fun Patch!

1. 3 different kinds of flowers
2. Birds nest
3. 4 leaf clover
4. Painted rocks
5. A rock that forms a shape
6. Something natural and blue
7. Something rough
8. An item or two that can be recycled
9. Sports equipment
10. Items that could be used to build an outdoor shelter
11. Item that reminds you of camp
12. A furry creature
13. A VHS tape
14. Musical instrument
15. Holiday cookie cutter
16. Something with a famous quote
17. Something from another decade (1950’s, 1960’s, 1970’s, 1980’s....)
18. A black and white photo
19. Something inherited
20. Video game controller
21. A book that has the first letter of your name in the title
22. An item that is your favorite color
23. A toy smaller than your hand
24. A movie that has a “G” in the title
25. An item you can see yourself in
Bonus Round:

1. Something with the number “4”
2. Find something that represents “gratitude”
3. A music player (nothing that requires wifi 😊)
4. A vintage item
5. Something that is alive (other than a person or pet!)